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	QUESTION 1 What is a specific feature of Network Attached Storage (NAS)? A.    NAS presents data to the user as if it is stored

on a file server B.    NAS uses the file system of the client computers. C.    The NAS operating system does not provide security

features. D.    With NAS the file system is managed by the servers storing the data. Answer: A QUESTION 2 What is OpenID used

for? A.    to connect to multiple web-sites without using a password B.    to identify yourself in dealing on-line with government

agencies C.    to pay on-line via your own bank account D.    to use one account to sign in to multiple web sites Answer: D

QUESTION 3 How can moving to Cloud computing increase user satisfaction? A.    by accomplishing quick and efficient release of

applications B.    by increasing the access to information available on the Internet C.    by moving internal systems with performance

problems to the Cloud D.    by passing problems with applications to the Cloud provider Answer: A QUESTION 4 Why became the

Ethernet standard popular for Local Area Networks (LANs)? A.    because the Ethernet standard was fastest B.    because the

Ethernet standard was released for general use C.    because the Ethernet standard was suitable for mainframes D.    because the

Ethernet standard was used by the largest vendor Answer: B QUESTION 5 What is an example of the use of location information?

A.    to determine the user's native language B.    to determine whether the user is connected via a mobile platform C.    to provide

advertisements for local restaurants, determined by GPS D.    to provide the correct version of the application for the user's operating

system Answer: C QUESTION 6 Failover is the capacity to switch, often automatically, to another system or resource in the event

of a failure. How does failover assist in the provision of cloud services? A.    It assists providers in ensuring continuity of service

when there is a problem. B.    It automatically restarts the system in case of a failure. C.    It builds a back-up while the system is

active. D.    It provides hidden storage to be used when needed. Answer: A QUESTION 7 Why does a VPN offer more mobility to

employees? A.    It allows employees to work from locations other than their office. B.    It offers more security at home than at the

office. C.    It offers a higher network speed at home than at the office. D.    It does not require a network connection. Answer: A

QUESTION 8 How might moving to the Cloud have a negative impact on users? A.    Development is no longer in house and may

take longer to be performed. B.    Software licensing is no longer part of operations. C.    Support and maintenance are no longer in

house and may take longer to be performed. D.    Uptimes can be guaranteed but not adjusted in a flexible manner. Answer: A

QUESTION 9 What is not a staffing benefit of Cloud computing? A.    Fewer IT-staff B.    Lower employee benefits C.    Lower

recruitment costs D.    Lower self-service costs Answer: D QUESTION 10 Which process is an external process for a Cloud data

center? A.    Availability management B.    Capacity management C.    Service continuity management D.    Service level

management Answer: D QUESTION 11 What is meant by Virtualization? A.    Virtualization means that data does not exist

anywhere. B.    Virtualization is a method to combine more computing power onto one server. C.    Virtualization is a method to

combine multiple computer environments onto one server. D.    Virtualization means that no real computer system is needed to

distribute cloud solutions. Answer: C Passing your EXIN EX0-001 Exam by using the latest EXIN EX0-001 Exam Demo Full
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